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This time of the year, going for a ride 
out involves putting your thermals on and 
this was the case on the 3rd March. 
We gathered at OSSC only to be confronted by 

the Baysie Repsol, a rare sight, usually propping up 
a bar or its face in a Sunday dinner this time of year. 
Some arrived on their pride and joy, others dragged 
along a pillion. 
We set off and aimed for Wollaston BMW to view 

the new R1200GS LC that had its world wide launch 
on the 2nd of March. OMC was promised free bacon 
butties and coffee that might have been the decid-
ing factor for a few to come along. A relaxing ride 
through the less travelled villages like Harold, Olney, 
Stoke Goldington and GT Houghton using a mix of 
roads more suited to a GS to sweeping flat tarmac. 
Everybody had a good time and there was even a 
spell of sunshine.
Many thanks to those members who turned up and 

Dickie for liaising with Wollaston.

ARTICLE BY BY JOSEF EKKARD
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As we left our respective Bedfordshire 
villages on 29th June 2012, Phil & I sort 
of knew what to expect on our latest ’big 
trip’ as we had ridden to Bulgaria two 
years previously & learnt some valuable 
lessons.

Astride two freshly serviced Suzuki DL650 V-

Strom’s we joined the early morning rush hour traf-
fic on the A1 heading south to meet our first ap-
pointment with the Eurotunnel, our plan being to 
crunch the miles, skip through France and Belgium 
to get us into Germany on day one, 10 hours and 
534 miles later we pulled into a large campsite on 
the outskirts of Hanover.

Following morning, bikes were loaded and we were 
away in good time determined to be in Poland by 
dusk, as before, we fell into the pattern of riding 100 
miles, stop for a coffee, cereal bar and leg stretch etc 
for 20 mins, then do another 100 miles and so on, 
this worked well for us as it meant we could refuel 
every second stop, plus, with a quick glance at our 
trip meters told us when the next stop was coming. 
Before we knew it we were in Poland, scanning the 
horizon for a campsite sign, we preferred the ran-
domness of not knowing where we would stay that 
evening when we set off, most of the time we found 
it isn’t difficult to find a campsite near places of inter-
est, sure enough, within a short while we were pitch-
ing our tent in a great campsite next to the Warta 
river in the town of Poznan, we were soon in a bar 
ordering beer and chips.

Our alarms chirped early the following day, after 
a tyre, chain and fluid check we loaded up with our 
objective being to cross Poland, go around Warsaw 
and reach the Belarus border by nightfall. As the sun 
dipped low on the horizon later that day, wishing you 
had cleaned your visor better at the last stop as we 
kept our eyes peeled for another campsite with no 
luck, so we booked into a truckers B&B by the small 
town of Terespol two miles from the border.

As the sun rose on another cloudless day, over 
breakfast, Phil and I chatted excitedly on what to 
expect as we attempt the crossing into Belarus, not 
having to decamp, we were soon off.  My TomTom 
Rider said we had ¾ of a mile to go when we round-
ed a corner and cruised up the back of the stationary 
border crossing queue, it was 30’c and rising even 
at 9am, the queue was full of lorries & trucks of all 
shapes & sizes in-dispersed with cars crammed full of 
people with luggage who obviously hadn’t moved for 
hours, with doors open, picnic blankets out on the 
grass banks, we knew we weren’t going anywhere 
fast. We readied ourselves for a long wait in the heat 
when an Austrian biker called Stefan pulled up beside 
us on his 2004 BMW GS with no helmet & fingerless 
gloves asking if we were ok & why were we waiting? 
“You are so British, follow me” with that, he sped off 
up the grass bank alongside the waiting vehicles with 
Phil & I in hot pursuit scattering picnickers and rode 
straight to the front of the line saving around 5 hours 

to get to the front, where we were directed towards 
the first of many booths manned with armed border 
guard’s with assault rifles slung over their shoulders 
checking everyone’s papers. With Stefan’s guidance 
we started the long process of registering us & the 
bikes with the Belarus authorities.
A hot & sweaty 3 hours later we rode away from 

the border making a beeline for Minsk, wow, how 
good are their main roads, flat as glass, wide, grippy, 
empty & well signposted, we got our heads down to 
make up some lost time.  We scanned the outskirts 
of Minsk for a good while looking for somewhere to 
make camp without success so we rode into town & 
booked into the aptly named 
‘Hotel Sputnik’. Our first designated rest day in 

Minsk was mostly spent jumping on public transport 
taking in this beautiful & imposing city, it helped we 
were there during city’s birthday celebrations with 
live music playing in its grand squares & firework dis-
plays in the evening, with the loudest ‘airbombs’ I’d 
ever heard.

Next morning consisted of checking the bikes over 
& cleaning lights as all forward facing surfaces were 
covered in copious amounts of dead insects giving 
the bikes a furry appearance when viewed from the 
front!  We were keen to get back on the bikes so 
leaving Minsk behind we headed towards Moscow, 
by lunch time we arrived at the border & crossed 
with no problem, but immediately as we entered



Russia, the roads seemed to take on another per-
sona, no white markings, ruts, pot holes, poorly 
signed roadworks, aging overloaded trucks belching 
out black smoke, at one point we overtook a line of 
10 military heavy duty trucks emblazoned with the 
iconic red star carrying tanks, an awesome sight.

Later that afternoon we arrived in the town of 
Smolensk, a hot dusty industrial sort of town, with a 
Russian T21 tank guarding the main road into town 
& the most striking gold domed church in the center. 
There was no way a town like this was conducive 

to camping so we booked into the Hotel Bear, then 
straight out to explore the town & find beer & chips.

Day 7 saw us heading for Moscow city with a mid-
day rendezvous at the apartment we had booked 
over the internet, as our GPS mapping was a bit 
sketchy in Russia, we ended up the wrong side of 
town & had to ride round the Kremlin just as a sev-
en car motorcade swept past us, lights ablaze… we 
were in a scene from a Tom Clancy novel.  We must 
of looked obviously lost with Moscow street maps 
draped over our top boxes as it wasn’t long before a 
local on an aging CBR600 drew up alongside dressed 
in t shirt, cut off jeans & flip-flops offering help, min-
utes later we were following CBR man around Mos-
cow’s version on the north circular, weaving through 
traffic, overtaking, undertaking, filtering etc, drivers 
had no problem with it, they were aware & moved 
over in their lanes to let us past, Phil summed up 
Russian driving standards as ‘aggressive but safe’.
Apartment found, and bikes safely locked up at 

Maxim’s yard, a block of 30 or so  single prefab ga-
rages he had control over, guarded with cameras, 
massive steel doors & a dog big enough to rest its 
chin flat on the V-strom seat.

We spent our second rest day sightseeing in Mos-
cow, sampling the local beer at every opportunity.  
Feeling rested & eager to get going again, our plan 
was to press on towards Vishny Volotok, roughly 
half way to St Petersburg on the M10, and stop over 
night, by mid afternoon we had reached Vishny with 
340 miles already under our belt that day, we both 
felt good with the airhawk 2 seat pads working well 
& with no suitable accommodation apparent we de-
cided to attempt St Petersburg, riding progressively 

and making full use of the Scala G4 comms by talk-
ing through the road surfaces and next overtaking 
maneuver as we went, buoyed with the thought of 
a cold beer at the end, 13 hours & 560 miles later 
we pulled into St Petersburg, tired but happy we had 
taken on the infamous M10 between the two great 
cities unscathed. 

After securing the bikes & booking into a hotel 
we headed into town via the fabulous metro, what 
a contrast to Moscow, St Petersburg is a party town, 
wide open streets, fab architecture, bars, restaurants, 
buskers, Harleys cruising around in the late evening 
sun, Rocket 3’s & a triumph speed triple popping 
wheelies down the main street, their summer may 
be short but they know how to make the most of it, 
Phil & I loved it & swore we would return one day.

Day 11, with the bikes checked, we set out to cross 
the border into Estonia, it struck us both what a rar-
ity we were out of the big cities in this part of the 
world, when we met the occasional bike in the other 
direction, big ‘high five’ waves ensued, with a sort of 
‘you’re as mad as me’ acknowledgement.  Rolling up 
to the back of the Russia to Estonia border crossing 
queue, we had Stefan on the GS words ringing in 
our ears and rode straight to the front of the line to 
start the process of de-registering our bikes to allow 
us take them out of the country, 1 hour later, paper-
work done, we were making good progress towards 
Tallin in Estonia where we had to meet up with the 
ferry to Helsinki the next morning, campsite found 
at the port, we headed to town and enjoyed an eve-
ning meal consisting of Elk.

Next morning we caught the short ferry ride to 
Finland and as soon as we docked, we made a bee-
line for another ferry, this time the overnight from 
Turku, Finland to Stockholm, Sweden, but in doing so, 
we had to change our riding style we had got used 
to in Russia with constantly having to scan the road 
for pot holes, undertaking BMW X5’s or conked out 
Lada’s abandoned in the middle of a 6 lane motorway, 
we now had drivers that obeyed speed limits & the 
roads had proper road markings.  We made the ferry 
terminal in good time & were directed to a coned 
off waiting area for bikes and were soon joined by a 
tall middle aged Russian named Boris riding a 14 year 

old Yamaha Dragstar 1100 on his first foray out of 
his country, keen to practice his English on us, he 
told us how he had fashioned his odd looking touring 
screen from an ex WW2 military Ural motorbike, 
fixed to the Yamaha with car exhaust clamps, he’d 
also raised the front of his seat with a Skoda bonnet 
hinge. He asked us to take a picture of him at the 
terminal to show his wife, as before he left, his wife 
told him he’ll never make it this far.
The ferry docked early the morning and we slith-

ered down the steel ramp off the ferry into the 
morning Swedish rain where we made our way 
across country soaking up the scenery until we 
camped that evening in Par Raa.
Day 14 meant us leaving Sweden, catching the small 

ferry at Helsingborg to Helsingor, Denmark, which 
included the best way of strapping a motorbike I’d 
seen, simply pull up to the side of the boat in the 
individually marked areas, unclip the strap from the 
side, pull down across your seat, clip to the floor & 
tighten, simple.
We rolled off the ferry & set off towards Copen-

hagen looking forward to the Great Belt Bridge we 
would cross later that day, it didn’t disappoint, a 
18km feat of engineering linking the eastern & west-
ern parts of Denmark, you don’t appreciate how 
long it is until you ride over it.  We past Odense, 
then picked up the E45 towards Germany, but not 
before camping the night next to the sea in the fab 
Danish seaside town of Mommark.
The next morning we crossed into Germany, past 

Hamburg on the E22, then ended the days ride by 
crossing into the Netherlands and staying in the 
town of Venlo.
16 days after leaving the UK we rode down through 

Belgium into France to catch our early evening Euro-
tunnel back to Blighty.
After 4447 miles & 1 litre of oil, both bikes, mine a 

blue K8, and Phil’s a silver K9, performed faultlessly 
and although we carried extra tools, bulbs, cable 
ties, duct tape, puncture kits etc, we only had to 
use a couple of ties as Phil’s madstad screen bracket 
worked loose in Belarus & we lost an adjuster nut, 
considering the state of some of the smaller roads 
we used where it was impossible to get out of 1st 
gear and the lower octane fuel used in Russian vil-
lage forecourts wasn’t the best quality, that’s not bad, 
they were comfortable, fast enough for the occa-

sional blast on an empty road and they never com-
plained when loaded with tents, clothes, food, spares 
etc, anyone considering a trip like this should look at 
a DL650 V-Strom, you wont be disappointed.
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Everything for your bike at 
your favourite local dealer!

01525 712197
web: www.flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk    email: flitwick@flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk

Station Road, Flitwick, Bedfordshire MK45 1JR

Call in and see us or shop online at 
www.fl itwickmotorcyclesexpress.com

Over the last 26 years, we’ve 
established a reputation as 
one of the best motorcycle 
dealerships you’ll ever visit, 
thanks to our friendly staff, 
great service and some very 
excellent coffee! 

•  We have a terrific selection of new and used 
bikes in stock at all times – view them online!

•  Large stock of Yamaha Genuine Parts in 
store, plus a fantastic range of aftermarket 
spares and accessories

•  Massive Clothing & Accessory Department, 
with a special 10% discount for Oakley 
Motorcycle Club members*

•  We stock a large selection of tyres, fitted 
while you wait, at great competitive prices
*on production of a current OMC membership card.

We’re pleased to support

1103_FMC_A5_OMC_AW.indd   1 09/04/2011   18:43



I may be described as a born again biker 
and have had an avid interest in bikes for 
15 years.  I started riding again in 2000 
and have mainly followed the develop-
ment of sports bikes since that time.  
I have done a lot of reading in that time and have 

come to the conclusion that the biking press have a 
lot to answer for.  I get the general impression that 
if they don’t like something then no one else should 
either.  An example of this was Kawasaki in early 
2000; they had an identity crisis. They had always 
made fast and powerful road bikes, but at that time 
they had fallen behind the big three Japanese mak-
ers - the ZX6R and 9 were tourers according to the 
press.  Kawasaki made a concerted effort to bring a 
new sports bike to the market place and in 2004 the 
ZX10R was born.  The most powerful sports bike of 
its time, well engineered, aggressive looking... a great 
bike.  So the press decided to slate it as being too 
aggressive to ride, too powerful, a widow maker.  Did 
this depress sales?  Yes I think it did, they also de-
scribe the 1000RR Fireblade as boring at the time, 
who are these people!  Recently I was lucky enough 
to ride an ‘04 ZX10R and it did not kill me, what 
a surprise!  Luckily some people don`t take a lot 
of notice of press like Terry Harris who has been a 
happy owner of his ZX10R for the past nine years. 

The thing is, these bikes have now gained cult status 
and are regarded as classics.  Now I’m not a big fan 
of the BMW GS range but last year a few of us did 
a track day at Bedford Autodrome, me on my FZ1, 
others on R1s, Blades etc.  Now this guy, a good 6‘2” 
wiped the floor with all of us except one guy on a 
S1000RR, traction control and all, what was he rid-
ing?  A 1200GS running on touring tyres.  It put the 
whole fastest, lightest thing in perspective.  I’m not 
really bothered if a VFR 1200 only has an 18 litre 
tank or the rear suspension on a Kawasaki Z1000SA 
is under damped, not that most non racers would 
notice, it’s just nit-picking.  I feel sure a 1200GS sus-
pension was never designed to give an R1 a thrashing 
on a track day but in the right hands, it can! I took 
a test ride on an adventure bike, something I never 
thought I would ever get on with.  I’ve not had so 
much fun on a bike in a long time, so I am now the 
proud owner of a Honda Crosstourer!  You know... 
that heavy one with no electronic suspension.  The 
morale this piece?  That bikes are all things to all 
men, and women.  You shouldn’t believe everything 
that’s written in the press, go and try it yourself!  You 
may be very surprised.
PS Bit disappointed that Honda don`t make a pipe 

rack for my Crosstourer!
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We gathered at St Paul’s Square on a 
sunny but fresh Easter Sunday morning 
for OMC’s biggest Annual Community 
Charity even – The Easter Egg Run.  This 
year we visited 6 locations:

• Lovell homes in Oakley 
• Sue Ryder home in Whitwell 
• Brookside Home in Kempston 
• Leonard Cheshire Home in Ampthill 
• Tasker House in Wellingborough 
• Lomac House in Kempston

We also donated Easter Eggs to Mulberry Court 
Home for the Elderly in Luton which we hope to 
add to our list of venues to visit next year.  Gen-
erous members and companies donated in excess 
of 200 Easter Eggs, 50 bikes turned up to help dis-
tribute them.  Stephanie Butler made Spring Rolls 
to raise money for the East Anglian Air Ambulance 
which proved to be very popular – thanks Steph.  We 
had our photos taken by the Times and Citizen, we 
hoped to get the large group shot in the paper but 
the reporter had other ideas and wanted a smaller 
group.  Chris and Phil Randell usually organise the 

day but they were having a well earned rest in Kuala 
lumpur and New Zealand amongst other places, so 
the honours fell to Keith and I.  We didn’t get our 
usual refreshments from the Piazza Café as a family 
problem stopped them opening up, so MacDonalds 
got our business this year.  
The groups set off at 10.00 am with the group 

going to Wellingborough going first.  I later joined 
the group which went to Leonard Cheshire Home 
in Ampthill when everyone had safely left St Paul’s 
Square.  A fox who refused to get out of the road 
was nearly a casualty of the bikes going to Ampthill, 
luckily the riders managed to avoid him!  We got our 
usual very warm welcome at Leonard Cheshire, as 
did everyone else at the venues that they visited.  We 
recognised some of the residents from the past 2 
years that we have visited and also made some new 
friends.  The poster outside the Day Room was es-
pecially touching which advertised our visit for this 
year complete with OMC logo and photos from pre-
vious years.  Hot Cross Buns, homemade biscuits, 
tea and coffee were on offer to all and were most 
welcome on such a cold day.  Many of the residents 
were interested in biking and had their photos taken 
with the bikes, I can’t begin to tell you what a worth-

while visit it was.  
After the visits to deliver the eggs groups went on 

rideouts of various lengths and paces to end up back 
at the Clubhouse where we had a lovely buffet lunch 
laid on by Barbara and the girls.  Many thanks to 

Barbara, Mick and the staff for their hospitality, to 
everyone who attended, everyone who donated eggs 
or money, or supported us in any way.  We have so 
far raised £87 for East Anglian Air Ambulance from 
generous donations.  
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WOLLASTON BIKES.
JUST WHAT YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR.
At Wollaston we have a fantastic dealership facility situated on Bedford Road, 
Northampton. Why not join our Thursday night ride outs or keep in touch for 
all the latest Motorrad news and invites to exclusive launch events?
•	 	Newly	opened	Biker	Café
•	 Full	range	of	new	bikes
•	 A	huge	range	of	BMW	Approved	Used	Bikes	and	other	franchise	models
•	 Accessories	and	Rider	Equipment
•	 	Aftersales	and	Servicing
Call us on 01604 232000 to find out more.

Wollaston
Bedford Road, Northampton
Northamptonshire		NN1	5SZ		
01604 232000  www.wbikes.com

Wollaston

The Ultimate 
Riding Machine

23058-002 WOLLASTON 190x132.indd   1 15/03/2011   12:04
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If there’s one thing you can say about 
OMC’s Annual General Meeting it’s that it 
certainly isn’t boring by any stretch of the 
imagination.
Our aged chairman might ride his Repsol Fireblade 

like an old lady, but he can tell a bloody good story 
and take the piss with no shame or embarrassment 
at all!
This year was not very different to our previous 

somewhat farcical meetings; we had a great turn out 
of well over 100 of our members, many of whom 
came for the excellent buffet put on by Barbra and 
her team.
On the formal side, we discussed the finances of 

the Club and Bernice kindly provided the member-
ship with a breakdown of our current Balance Sheet. 
Roger went through what had been achieved in 
2012 and what we hoped to achieve in this current 
year, which in my opinion will see the club go from 
strength to strength.
We had a brief synopsis of the events and happen-

ings in 2012 including our visit from the East Anglian 
Air Ambulance after our Easter egg run, when the 
on-board medics cut Daniel Emery’s pony tail off for 
charity. Our thanks to Paul Airton for making it pos-
sible for the ambulance to pay us a visit en route 
back from an emergency call.
Our second visit was from the now retired Police 

helicopter due to insufficient funds. I realise that 
knowing it has been grounded will upset a lot of our 
members. We now know that our riding skills will 
not be judged on film from the skies and discussed 
before the local magistrate on how we could im-

prove our riding, before being given a cup of tea and 
a badge. We did however have a collection to try 
and keep the helicopter in the air, but unfortunately 
two steel washers and some dog shite could not be 
converted into money.
This year’s Pillock of the Year award went to Dar-

ren Spencer for his spectacular off, going straight 
on at a bend (contrary to our ride-out rules), going 
through a hedge into a field of cows, with him and 
Colleen coming to rest in a rather large pile of cow 
shite and lying on a live electric fence. The end result 
could only be compared with a scene from Saturday 
Night Fever, due to them being electrocuted.  Last 
year’s winner Peter Lane who took a picture of his 
own eye by having his camera the wrong way round 
presented the award.
We had three nominations for the OMC Member 

of the Year; Roger Mant for his general help and his 
input into the OMC 2013 calendar, Josef Ekkerd for 
his help and input into organising track days etc, and 
finally Terry Harris for being a great member who 
never says ‘no’ to whatever is asked of him on Club 
events and activities. Terry won the prize by a vote 
on the night, and well deserved too.
Thanks were given to Dave, Keith and Tony who 

did not re-stand for this year’s committee and we 
welcomed Josef Ekkerd, Cathy King, Steve Eaton and 
Derek Brown on to the committee to compliment 
the existing committee who wished to re-stand.
We have a fantastic amount planned in 2013 to 

make Oakley Motorcycle Club one of the best Clubs 
in the country.  Let’s hope for some better weather 
this year to help us fulfill our ambitions.
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Being a motorcyclist in the middle of February is 
a bit of a challenge for an old git like me these days 
so it’s good to have something to look forward 
to that is off the bike but with two wheels at the 
heart of things.  The London Motorcycle Show at 
the Excel exhibition centre in London Docklands 
provides just such a distraction.
The centre is pretty easy to get to by road and 

although parking is hideously expensive (£10 for 6 
hours from memory for a car) it is a superb venue.  
The car park is directly under the show halls so 
there is no great trek or buses to contend with 
as you would at the NEC. And once up to the 
exhibition hall level there is a really good variety 
of coffee stalls and fast food retailers to choose 
from along the central plaza which runs between 
the two main halls; only one of which is used for 
this show. 
We attended the show on the second day, Satur-

day, and although the cold weather had obviously 
deterred all but the hardest of riders there were 
plenty of motorcyclists prepared to eat humble 
pie and go by car/public transport!  The place was 
busy.  Richard Galka, David Higham, Brian Cullip 
and I had obviously gone for yet another oppor-
tunity to ogle at the new BMW R1200GS and very 
attractive it is too; but the majority of manufactur-
ers were represented and it was good to throw 
legs over all sorts of unsuitable steeds.
One of the draws for us was undoubtedly the 

chance to hear George Beale start one of his 
fabulous six cylinder Honda RC174 reproduc-
tion grand prix racers.  I had seen Jim Redman 
ride demonstration laps on the Real McCoy at 
Cadwell Park and Oliver’s Mount and was really 
looking forward to having my hearing blasted “up 
close and personal”.  Along with a throng of oth-

ers we were at the stand at the allotted hour and 
watched like excited school boys as people ap-
peared on the small stage with the bike in pole 
position.  Richard had an opportunity to prove his/
our low view of MCN journalists by asking Mr 
Beale whether it was correct that each carburet-
tor on the Honda had 159 pieces as ridiculously 
reported in that weeks copy of the paper.  George 
was able to point out that they were wrong (as 
we suspected) they had 169 pieces in each one!  
Bloody hell.  Mind you, just counting up the exter-
nal parts that were obvious quickly got into the 
twenties – for each of the six carburettors, amaz-
ing – an absolute jewel.
And then the bombshell; due to a complaint by 

persons unknown on Friday, they were unable to 
run the bike again because of the loud noise level.  
Insert your own expletive here.  George couldn’t/
wouldn’t say who had complained but suffice it to 
say that there would have been a murder inves-
tigation with several hundred suspects if he had.  
You really can’t make it up – a motorbike that’s 
too noisy to run at a motorcycle event...
Rather deflated we had to content ourselves 

with looking around the rest of the show, which 
mercifully was a pleasant enough experience.  
Lunch in the upstairs restaurant was not the high-
light of the day and is best not mentioned, expen-
sive mediocrity.
After another lap of the show with plenty of 

good natured leg pulling and some star spotting 
our day was drawn to a close and we set off home 
(without buying a crash helmet this year!).  Not 
the NEC but a really good show for all that and 
well worth considering if you find yourself at a 
loose end in February.
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This was another great night of top fuel, 
high octane; full bore adrenaline now 
known as Oakley Motorcycle Club annual 
karting event.
We had twenty-three drivers including some very 

competitive young ladies who did kick some male 
pride butts all over the circuit. Well-done girl power 
Sara, Susan, and Stephanie.
The night was all about keeping on the race line, 

holding your position and trying to keep your lap 
times competitive. This is all very well until another 
five drivers join you on track and have the same idea 
as you.
The first corner was the first point of contact and 

not the last, but it is a non contact sport so all driv-
ers did obey that of course. Unfortunately we did 
have one driver injury, James Yewen who took a bad 
knock and was unable to continue his title fight.
We even had a Harley rider Barry Williams going 

faster on four wheels than he does on two, Derek 
Brown was going for the fastest route on sat nav 
but he must have got lost, Jon Wan was dressed as a 
ninja, and Dickie and data Dave taking the GS style 
driving over anyone who gets in the way.
The evening was a great success and I would like to 

thank all drivers who came to make it a fun but seri-
ous race event and Brian and Colleen for the Photos.
And finally to the main event of the evening the 

grand final, this was going to be fast and furious, it 
was with the top step going to Ken Cherry (who is 
now banned because he is so damn good) second 
went to Richard Higham and third to Marcus Randell.
Looking forward to next year when hopefully my 

bruises will have healed up!!!! 



Chesham Insurance Brokers  
Your local Independent Broker providing solutions for the  
Motor Trade and Motorcycle Dealers in a Global Market 

 
 Does your current broker have access to a broad range of 

leading global insurers, who provide specialist Motor 
Trade and Dealer protection which is tailored just for you? 

 
 Does your current broker have the technical capabilities to 

ensure you have the right solution for your business? 
 
 Does your current broker offer a personal service? 

  If You Want A Motor Trade Broker Who Values The Importance 
Of A Partnership Based On Service, Contact Chesham.  

Call Our Specialist Team: 01234 760135  or  
Email: info@chesham-insurance.co.uk  

Chesham Insurance Brokers is a trading name of Chesham Insurance Services Limited. Registered in England and Wales. No 00857134. Registered Office 47 
Bromham Road, Bedford, Bedfordshire, MK40 2AA. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.  

It seems a distant memory of the 2012 
ride outs, the ride to the coast or across 
the water to Europe it is now a memory 
or a photograph .The bikes have been 
cleaned covered with your MotoGP cover 
and put to bed over the winter months 
this is how it generally for most of us. 
However, there are the brave and dedi-
cated riders who ride all year whatever 
the weather.
“WHAT IF”.  Is a phrase that if you are a motor-

cyclist should be in your mind when you are riding? 
For example you are going out on your first ride of 
the year “what if” that car pulls out and you grab the 
brakes, and they don’t work?  It can be avoided with 
some basic maintenance on your bike before going 
on the road.
With this in mind, on Thursday 21 March we held 

a basic bike maintenance evening at the club. Peter 
Knight of Scorpio Racing based at College Street 
Kempston, kindly brought with him a pair of Ducatis 
to demonstrate some pre ride checks we should all 
do prior to going out. The microphone gave more 
trouble than the bikes but Peter managed to over-
come this and gave us a good talk on what to check 

when and why.
Now I know this may seem obvious to some people 

but the hints a tips Peter applied to his demonstra-
tion are useful to the influx of new bikers that have 
joined the club this year. I think a few of us seasoned 
bikers pick up a few pointers as well.
Peter will be doing another evening on the dark art 

of suspension set ups; this will be announced later 
on in the year, hopefully in time for the track day and 
touring season.
I would like to thank Peter Knight for bringing 

down his bikes and putting together a very interest-
ing demonstration. So that’s me signing of to get the 
bike checked over, see you when the fine weather 
comes.
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